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What do I need to know up front?
•

•
•
•

The presiding officer of the governing body of an incorporated city or a county or the chief
administrative officer of a joint board is designated as the emergency management director for the
).
officer's political subdivision (
An emergency management director may designate a person to serve as emergency management
).
coordinator (
A jurisdiction will notify TDEM of the person responsible for the emergency management program by
(
)
submitting required TDEM form:
Each local and interjurisdictional agency shall prepare and keep current an emergency management
plan for its area providing for disaster mitigation, preparedness, response, and recovery (

).
•

Plans and annexes must be updated and submitted to TDEM every five years (
).

Local Authority

Local Plans

In Texas, in accordance with Chapter 418 of
the Texas Government Code and Title 37,
Part 1, Chapter 7 of the Texas Adm inistrative
Code, mayors and county judges serve as
emergency management directors, bearing
the responsibility for maintaining an
emergency management program within
their respective jurisdictions. In most
jurisdictions, these officials appoint an
emergency management coordinator to
administer the program. The mayor and
county judge are authorized by the Texas
Disaster Act to declare a local disaster when
conditions exist or when there is an
immediate threat.

Each county shall maintain an emergency
management program or participate in a
local or interjurisdictional emergency
management program that has jurisdiction
over and serves the entire county or
interjurisdictional area (Texas Government
Code Chapter 418.102). The emergency
management program of a county must be
coordinated with the emergency
management programs of municipalities
situated in the county but does not apply in
a municipality having its own emergency
management program .
Each incorporated city in Texas shall
maintain an emergency management
agency or participate in a local or
interjurisdictional emergency management
agency (Texas Administrative Code, Title 37,
Chapter 7, rule §7.1). Jurisdictions must also
prepare emergency operations plans (EOP)
that follow TDEM's planning standards. Each
local and interjurisdictional emergency
management agency has the following
planning-related responsibilities (Texas
Administrative Code, Title 37, Chapter 7,
Rule §7.12):

The mayor or county judge may declare a
local disaster without the consent of the city
council or county commissioners,
respectively. However, the declaration may
last no longer than seven days unless
continued by the city council or county
commissioners. During emergencies, local
governments are expected to use their own
resources first during response operations. If
local resources and mutual aid are
insufficient, state assistance may be
requested.

•
The chief elected official of a local
government has the legal authority to order
the evacuation of areas within the
government's jurisdiction that are at risk
from or have been impacted by a disaster.

•
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Prepare an EOP that includes the
minimum content described in TDEM's
planning standards.
Obtain the signature(s) of the presiding
officer(s) of the jurisdiction(s) on the
plan.

•

•

Local and interjurisdictional plans shall
be reviewed annually and must have
been prepared or updated during the
last five years to be considered current.
A copy of each plan and any changes
will be provided to TDEM.

Revision and Update Requirements

Local plans should be reviewed annually, or
whenever necessary, to address significant
changes in the jurisdiction that would affect
the way plans are implemented. Plans
should also be updated in response to new
or revised planning mandates, exercise
outcomes or as needed after incidents or
disasters.
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Disaster Assistance Requests
At the outset of an event or disaster, please make contact with the area TDEM district coordinator (list
can be found on pages 43 to 49 of this document) as soon as possible. They can help navigate this
process and answer any questions.
Why declare a disaster?

The governor is granted the authority, by Texas Government Code Chapter 418, to declare a state-level
disaster (Texas Government Chapter 418.014). At the local level, an emergency management chief
serves as the governor's designated agent in the administration and supervision of duties under
Chapter 418. An emergency management chief may exercise the powers granted to the governor
under this chapter on an appropriate local scale (Texas Government Code Chapter 418.1015) and
may declare a local state of disaster (Texas Government Code Chapter 418.108).
A local disaster may be declared for any of the following reasons:
• To exercise extraordinary powers.
• To activate preparedness, response and recovery aspects of any and all applicable local
emergency management plans.
• To provide additional liability protection to government agencies and special or volunteer
emergency workers.
• To formally request general assistance from the state and federal governments.
Requests for Response Assistance - Coordination and Control

Texas Administrative Code Title 37. Chapter 7 outlines the following in relation to coordination and
control.
• A local government is expected to use its own resources and the resources available to it
through mutual aid agreements before requesting assistance from the state (Rule §7.23).
• Municipalities must request assistance from their county before requesting assistance from the
state (Rule §7.23).
• If local and mutual aid resources prove inadequate for coping with a disaster, the local
government may request assistance from the state by contacting the local District Coordinator
and/or the local Disaster District Committee (DDC) chairperson, who is the commanding officer
of the Texas Highway Patrol district or sub-district in which the jurisdiction is located (Rule
§7.24).
• Requests for recovery assistance must be made by the local chief elected official in writing to
the governor of Texas through TDEM (submit request to the State Operations Center). The
request must indicate that the disaster is of such magnitude that local resources are inadequate
to deal with it and the affected locality cannot recover without state and/or federal assistance
(Rule §7.41 and Rule §7.42).
• All local disaster operations will be directed by officials of local government (Rule §7.26).
*Please note that requests for immediate disaster assistance should be made through the
district coordinator and/or DDC.
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Local Steps to Declare a Disaster and Federal Assistance Eligibility
In the event a jurisdiction exceeds or expects to exceed its response capabilities during a major
emergency or disaster, the following steps should be taken to obtain further assistance:
Step 1 - Declare a local state of disaster and submit to the State Operations Center (SOC).

•
•
•
•
•

The chief elected official of the jurisdiction must declare a local state of disaster (sample
declaration on page 14) before requesting disaster recovery assistance.
A local state of disaster can be declared if a disaster has occurred or is imminent.
A local declaration of disaster must be given general publicity and must be promptly filed with
the city secretary or county clerk.
Submit declaration via email: soc@dps.texas.gov or fax: (512) 424-7160 as soon as possible. It
is vital that this be done as early in the course of the emergency as possible.
Please contact the local district coordinator (list can be found on pages 42 to 47 of this
document) or SOC (512) 424-2208 with any questions.

Step 2 - Prepare and submit a Disaster Summary Outline (DSO) to the SOC.

•

•
•

•
•
•
•

As soon as possible, all jurisdictional departments should begin gathering initial damage
estimates. These figures need not be exact but are necessary to complete the DSO as a basis for
obtaining a Presidential Disaster Declaration.
DSOs should be submitted online at: https:Uolympus.soc.texas.gov/Services/DSO/
An event-specific DSO pin number is needed. Please ask the local DC for the pin.
If online DSO submission is not possible, submit via email: soc@dps.texas.gov or fax at (512)
424-7160.
DSOs should be re-submitted as costs change or are better estimated.
Please contact the local DC or SOC (512) 424-2208 with any questions.
When in doubt, please submit a DSO. This helps the SOC understand the true scope of a
disaster across multiple jurisdictions.
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Step 3 - Preliminary Damage Assessments (PDAs)

*Please note that there are two different PDA processes - one for Public Assistance (PA) and one for
Individual Assistance (IA) - both managed separately
•

•
•
•

•
•

After DSO information is reviewed by the state,
PDAs may be scheduled. These could be
assessments with state and local officials or, if it is
apparent that a presidential disaster declaration
may be necessary to assist in the recovery of the
impacted area, the state will work with Federal
Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) Region
6 to request a joint federal, state PDA.
TDEM will coordinate with local jurisdictions to
schedule PDAs (both PA and IA as needed).
Local participation is important to accurately
assess the impacts of the disaster.
Jurisdictions will be requested to provide
transportation for the PDA teams and a strategy for conducting the PDAs. For example, IA PDAs
should concentrate on those residential structures and/or businesses that are classified as major
damage or destroyed.
Jurisdictions should provide detailed information such as estimates, locations and impacts to
the community during the assessment.
PDAs could include staff from the U.S. Small Business Administration, the Texas Department of
Agriculture and others as needed to meet requirements of other grant or loan programs
possibly available for disaster assistance (see pages 37-38 for more information).

Step 4 - Governor Requests a Federal Disaster Declaration

•

•
•
•
•

•

If the disaster is of such magnitude that local and state resources are inadequate and areas
cannot recover without federal assistance, the governor may request that the president of the
United States declare a federal disaster declaration.
Based on the PDA results, TDEM will recommend the governor submit a federal declaration
request through FEMA Region 6 to FEMA headquarters in Washington, D.C.
PDA information, along with other supplemental supporting documentation, is included in the
governor's request to show that supplemental federal assistance is necessary.
The governor's request will be sent through the FEMA Region 6 regional administrator to the
FEMA administrator who will review and make a recommendation to the president.
After review, the state will receive notification of what types of assistance programs have been
made available.
If the request for a federal declaration is denied, the state will have 30 days to appeal the denial.
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What are the requirements for a federal disaster declaration?

•
•

•
•
•
•

The governor of Texas must issue a disaster declaration for affected areas.
Both the state and each affected county must meet fiscal thresholds to be eligible for the FEMA
PA grant program.
o The state must meet the Fiscal Year (FY) 2020 threshold of $38,472,708.
o Each affected county must meet the current FY threshold for their jurisdiction to be
eligible. See pages 50 - 51 for FY 2020 county thresholds. (Note: other disaster assistance
programs listed on pages 37-38 could have different thresholds/requirements).
While the FEMA IA program does not have fiscal thresholds, there are guidelines for eligibility.
Please see the federal section of this guide for more information about PA and IA.
The Fire Management Assistance Grant Calendar Year (CY) 2019 threshold is $5,770,906 and is
cumulative during the calendar year.
In the governor's request for a federal disaster declaration, only counties eligibility requirements
will be included. As jurisdictions meet requirements, they can be added to the request after the
fact.
The state of Texas must meet its fiscal year threshold for any jurisdictions to be eligible for FEMA
PA assistance. If a county meets or surpasses their threshold and the state does not meet its
threshold, the jurisdiction will not be eligible
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D,isaster
Disaster Summary Outlines (DSO)
TDEM works wi th locals to submit DSOs to discover
whkh areas might meet FEMA thresholds and
requirements for a major disaster declaration.
(Local/TDEM Function)

Preliminary Damage Assessments (PDAs)
Local.s, state and federal government complete PDAs to determine if FEMA
thresholds are met for both the state and local governments.
(Local/TDEM/Federal Function)

Major Disaster Declaration Request
Governor may request a Major Disaster Declaration from the President of the United
States.
(Gubernatorial Function)

Major Disaster Declaration Granted
If the president grants a Major Disaster Declaration, several disaster assistance programs,
administered by different agencies, may become available to both individuals and
governments.

TDEM & FEMA
TDEM manages FEMA PA grants and
coordinates portions of the IA program.

Other Programs Not Managed or
Coordinated by FEMA or TDEM
Often initiated by a Major Disaster Dedaration:
U.S. HUD and the Texas GLO
U.S. HUD and TDHCA
U.S. Dept. of Ag and Texas Dept. of Ag
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Sample Local Disaster Declaration

WHEREAS, the [COUNTY OF/CITY OF] on the [DAY] of [MONTH], [YEAR], has suffered widespread or
severe damage, injury, or loss of life or property (or there is imminent threat of same) resulting from
[BRIEFLY DESCRIBE THE DISASTER SITUATION] and
WHEREAS, the [COUNTY JUDGE/MAYOR] of [JURISDICTION] has determined that extraordinary measures
must be taken to alleviate the suffering of people and to protect or rehabilitate property,
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT PROCLAIMED BY THE [COUNTY JUDGE/MAYOR] OF [JURISDICTION]:
That a local state of disaster is hereby declared for [JURISDICTION] pursuant to §418.108(a) of the Texas
Government Code.
Pursuant to §418.018(b) of the Texas Government Code, the state of disaster shall continue for a period of
not more than seven days from the date of this declaration unless continued or renewed by the [CITY
COUNCIL/COMMISSIONERS COURT] of [JURISDICTION].
Pursuant to §418.018(c) of the Texas Government Code, this declaration of a local state of disaster shall be
given prompt and general publicity and shall be filed promptly with the [CITY SECRETARY/COUNTY
CLERK].
Pursuant to §418.018(d) of the Texas Government Code, this declaration of a local state of disaster
activates the [COUNTY/CITY] emergency management plan.
That this proclamation shall take effect immediately from and after its issuance.
ORDERED this [DAY] of [MONTH], [YEAR].

[COUNTY JUDGE/MAYOR]

NOTE: A sample disaster declaration is available at:
http:ijwww.dps.texas.govIdem/Disaster/sampleDisasterDeclaration.pdf
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Emergency Declarations in Texas
In Texas, as mandated by Texas Government
Code Chapter 433, the governor may proclaim a
state of emergency and designate the area
involved. The request must come from the chief
executive officer or governing body of a county
or municipality. Unlike a federal emergency
declaration, a state emergency declaration is
only used in the following situations:
•

•
•

police power of the state to provide adequate
control over persons and conditions during
periods of impending or actual public crisis or
disaster. For most natural or man-made
disasters, a disaster declaration is generally more
appropriate.
A directive expires 72 hours after the time of
proclamation of the state of emergency for
which it was issued. The governor, by
proclamation, may terminate or set a shorter
period for a directive. The governor may also
proclaim successive states of emergency in 72hour periods, as necessary to protect health, life,
and property in affected areas.

A riot or unlawful assembly by three or
more persons acting together by use of
force or violence
Clear and present danger of the use of
violence exists
Natural or manmade disaster

While a natural or manmade disaster is one of
these codified situations, the intent of an
emergency declaration is to recognize the
governor's power of action in the exercise of

Note: This is not the same as a federal
emergency declaration. Please refer to page 30
for more information on federal emergency
declarations.
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Sample Emergency Declaration to the Governor
Date
The Honorable _ __
Governor of Texas
c/o Chief
Texas Division of Emergency Management
P. 0. Box 4087
Austin, Texas 78773-0001
Dear Governor
The [CITY/COUNTY] of [JURISDICTION], Texas is facing significant threats to life, health and
property due to: [PROVIDE A DESCRIPTION OF THE THREAT AND THE AREA OR AREAS AF
FECTED]. (Threats may include: riot or unlawful assembly of three or more persons acting together
by use of force or violence; the existence of a clear and present danger of the use of violence; or a
natural or man-made disaster.)
The potential impact of this threat is: [PROVIDE AN ESTIMATE OF THE IMPACT ON PUBLIC
HEALTH, SAFETY, AND PROPERTY IF THE THREAT IS NOT DEALT WITH].
I have determined that this incident is of such severity and magnitude that an effective response
is beyond the capability of the local jurisdiction to control. Pursuant to §433.001 of the Texas
Government Code, I am requesting that you declare a state of emergency for the state of Texas
and issue appropriate directives to deal with the emergency; including: [INDICATE WHAT
MEASURES THAT YOU WANT THE GOVERNOR TO TAKE].
Furthermore, I am asking that successive proclamations be issued and remain in effect until the
threat of loss of life, injury, or damage to property is contained.
A timely response to this request would be appreciated.

Signature
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